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Abstract. We study the case of integrating situational reasoning
into a mobile service recommendation system. Since mobile Internet services are rapidly proliferating, finding and using appropriate
services requires profound service descriptions. As a consequence,
for average mobile users it is nowadays virtually impossible to find
the most appropriate service among the many offered. To overcome
these difficulties, task navigation systems have been proposed to
guide users towards best-fitting services. Our goal is to improve the
user experience of such task navigation systems by adding contextawareness (i.e., to optimize service navigation by taking the user’s
situation into account). In this paper we propose the integration of
a situational reasoning engine that applies classification-based inference to context elements, gathered from multiple sources and represented using ontologies. The extended task navigator enables the
delivery of situation-aware recommendations in a proactive way. Initial experiments with the extended system indicate a considerable
improvement of the navigator’s usability.
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Introduction

Within the growing market for mobile Internet, NTT DoCoMo is today providing services to over 50 million mobile phone subscribers
in Japan. The majority of these users enjoy widely diverse contents
such as entertainment services (ring-tone downloads, games, etc.),
transaction services (money transfer, airline reservation, etc.) and information services (weather forecast, maps and local information,
etc.) through DoCoMo’s high-speed 3G mobile network. Already today, the number of commercial i-mode sites – DoCoMo’s brand of
mobile Internet services – ranges in the region of many tenth of thousand. With 4G networks at the horizon that promise still substantially
higher bandwidth for data transmissions, the market for services with
rich content is expected to expand further.
Key to support such growth is the availability of intelligent service
platforms that mediate between services and users by observing the
users’ activity. These platforms have to assist the user in selecting
the most appropriate service from the fast growing service pool to
support their real world activities, anytime and anywhere.
Our previously developed task-based service retrieval system for
the non-expert mobile user makes it easy to retrieve appropriate services for tackling the users challenges in managing his or her everyday life [25]. The term task refers here to “what the user wants to
do” as an expression of the users current activity. Furthermore, the
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system features a task knowledge base, which contains semantic descriptions of potential activities and links to corresponding services
that may be helpful. Although this system enables effective service
retrieval, it behaves passive in requiring a users initial input to trigger
the problem solving process.
In this paper we propose a proactive extension of our basic system
that suggests tasks and services actively, without the need for initial
user input. This is achieved by the integration of a situation engine
and a situation-based task filter, meant to expose only those tasks that
are relevant for a user in a given situation. Taking the user’s situation
into account avoids the necessity of an initial task query. This leads
to a considerable improvement of the navigator’s usability, especially
for non-expert users who are often not willing to input queries.
The abstract characterization of a user’s situation is computed by
inference mechanisms on several pieces of context information gathered from multiple context sources [20]. We formulate high-level
qualitative context elements in the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
[22] and concrete situations as instances within the assertional component (Abox) of a situation ontology. To profit from sound, complete and high-performance classifiers such as FaCT++ [31], Pellet [30] and Racer [12], we restrict ourselves to the OWL DL fragment of OWL. To separate concerns we assume that probabilistic aspects of context representation and reasoning are dealt with at lower
representation levels applying bayesian networks or fuzzy logics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After discussing related work in the field of ontology-based context reasoning in the
next section, we introduce our task-based service navigator application together with some usage scenarios in Section 3. The overall
system architecture that underlies the application is presented in Section 4 and the details on our approach to context representation and
classification-based reasoning are given in Section 5. In the closing
section we report on our experiences gained from this development.

2

Related Work

Several projects consider the use of ontologies as a key requirement
for building context-aware applications. Closely related to our approach is the work done in the CALI project [16] as it explores the
use of Description Logics (DL) [1] and the associated inferencing. To
overcome the limitations of pure DL-based reasoning, a hybrid approach is proposed. However, our earlier experiments [24] indicate
that the suggested loose coupling of a DL reasoner with an external
generic rule engine leads to serve performance problems. To achieve
completeness both reasoners have to be applied successively until no
new facts have been derived. Furthermore, it remains unclear how
consistency can be guaranteed taking both the knowledge base and
the rule base into account.

Felica Reader-Writer is installed near the gate at Tokyo
station (like the mobile Suica system that is currently
deployed by Sony and NTT DoCoMo for JR East[4]) and
that it delivers location information to the mobile phone
via its Felica tag whenever the user puts it close to the
Reader-Writer device as shown in Fig. 2(b).
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To detect the user’s location we further assume that the cell phones
of Dawson, Fiona and Gordon are equipped with Felica3 contact-less
RFID tags, enabling a two-way communication with Sonys Felica
Reader-Writer devices. Whenever a user puts his phone close to a
Felica Reader-Writer device (e.g., to make a mobile payment at a
train gate) the recommender application retrieves the corresponding
location information as a semantic description of this place (cf. Figure 2). Since Sony and NTT DoCoMo just started to deploy their
mobile Suica4 system for JR East at all stations in the Tokyo region,
this assumption is not a fiction but reality.
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plays a basic list of tasks, associated with the concept Station. This
list may include entries such as “Prepare to ride a train”, “Buy souvenirs”, “Meet someone” etc. While displaying this task-list, Dawson’s phone connects to the situational reasoning engine and updates
his location to Tokyo station.
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As a result, the situation reasoner infers that Dawson Campbell
and Fiona Davidson are travelling together, based on their proximity
at the station. In addition, a lookup in the knowledge base reveals
that Dawson and Fiona are colleagues and that the scene takes place
at a weekdays afternoon.
Because Dawson is located at a public place during office hours
together with colleagues, his situation is classified as a business situation. His phone shows the inferred situation together with a corresponding list of filtered tasks (shown on the left part of Figure 1).
To further specify his needs, Dawson may select one of the recommended tasks (“go to destination” in this case) and finally invoke an
associated service (as shown on the right part of Figure 1).
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Situation 2: Private Meeting at Tokyo Station
Dawson Campbell arrives on a Saturday around noon at the Tokyo
main station where Mark Buchanan, his father in law, is awaiting
him. They plan to shop for a birthday present for Dawson’s wife.
This situation is classified as private family meeting, because it takes
place during leisure hours and only relatives are in the proximity.
In this case, the situation-aware recommender application suggests
tasks that are related to private activities such as “go to movie theater”, “go shopping”, etc.
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We refer to an ontology as a logical theory accounting for the intended meaning of a formal vocabulary, i.e. its ontological commitment to a particular conceptualization. Therefore, the decidability of
the selected ontology language is crucial. The OWL DL fragment of
the OWL fulfills this requirement, is highly expressive and has the
potential to become the standard ontology language for the Semantic Web. Its selection as the ontology language of choice resulted in
the construction of high-quality ontologies (i.e., ontologies that are
proven consistent by fully automatic inference engines that are available for OWL DL). It is important to note that we do not propose
the ontologies described hereafter as the main representation format
for all aspects of context modeling, as ontologies are limited to the
formulation of qualitative aspects and the available inference engines
are generally weak in handing large amounts of data efficiently.
The context ontologies are composed of eight interrelated components defining more than 300 concepts, 200 properties and 300 individuals. They provide a general vocabulary for temporal and spatial
concepts, agents as well as devices. Being informed by the vCard
standard, the iCalendar representation and the FOAF (Friend-of-afriend) format, an extension for the precise modeling of complex social relations has been developed. All component ontologies are integrated by a situation ontology that defines a top-level concept named
Situation (cf. Figure 4). This concept is refined by concepts such as
Private and Business by referring to concepts and relations defined
in the component ontologies.
We exemplarily sketch the OWL definitions of two typical situations using standard DL syntax [1]. A person’s situation is classified
as Business, if he is either located at a business place (such as an
office) or at a public place (e.g., a train station) during office hours.

Task Navigator
classify

Task List

Qualitative
Time

Context Management

Figure 3.
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Architecture

Architecture

Figure 3 depicts the overall system architecture. The implementation
contains two main parts, the situation engine and the task navigator.
The situation engine receives context information that has been
collected by the task navigator on the mobile device. Furthermore,
this information is enriched by context artifacts, such as environmental data, social relations between companions and a qualitative
representation of time, all gathered form a distributed network of
context providers. Thereupon, an axiomatized situation instance is
constructed and sent to the inference engine. According to the world
knowledge encoded in the situation ontology, this instance is classified and the inferred situation is propagated back to the task navigator. A subcomponent of the task navigator, the task filter, detects
the most appropriate task nodes within the task ontology by matching the derived situation with the task-specific categories. Finally,
a representation of the resulting task list is constructed by the task
navigator and presented to the user on his mobile device for further
navigation and service selections.
The task ontology stores descriptions for abstract as well as concrete tasks and their interrelations as semantic descriptions. Large
and abstract tasks are thereby described by sequences of smaller subtasks. In addition, abstract tasks are annotated with enabling context
conditions and concrete tasks are linked to appropriate information
services via Uniform Resource Identifiers. The task structures are
defined in terms of the process model of the OWL-S ontology [21].
Each task node is represented as a service class and categorized according to the high-level context concepts such as Business meeting,
defined within the situation ontology. The context conditions describing the applicability of a task node are thereby encoded as corresponding OWL-S service profiles. More details about our task ontology can be found elsewhere [26].

5

Business := Situation u (∃ location . Business place t
(∃ location . Public place u ∃ time . Office hour))
A person is participating a family meeting if he or she is in a private
meeting situation where all participants are relatives.
Family meeting := Situation u (∀ company . Relative)
Situational reasoning is realized using a DL reasoning engine that
classifies concrete individual situations w.r.t. the ontology. Let us
consider the Situation 1 introduced in Section 3. First, each piece
of context information such as the location (Tokyo station), the time
(Sunday morning), and all companions (Dawson’s boss Fiona and
his project partner Gordon) are represented in terms of vocabulary
formalized by the context ontologies. This requires the mapping of
sensed quantitative data to qualitative representations (e.g. a timestamp is mapped to an individual in the Abox representing a Friday morning). The qualitative representations are enriched by the
world-knowledge formalized in the component ontologies and are
combined to an Abox individual in the situation ontology.
Computed by the reasoning engine, the direct concept type for the
situation instance according to Scenario 1 is Important meeting. In
this case, the location of the scene is a public place (as tokyo station
is an instance of the concept Station, which in turn is a subconcept of
Public place) during office hours (as the individual friday morning
is classified as Office hours) and the main actor Dawson is accompanied by his supervisor and a business partner. Similarly, the situation
instance constructed for Scenario 2 is classified as Family meeting
as it takes place at a public location during leisure time and only
relatives are detected in the proximity of Dawson.

Context Representation and Classification

We adopted the IST MobiLife5 Context Management Framework [7]
to achieve interoperability between context sources from diverse domains by defining an XML-based context meta model. The elements
of this meta model are linked to ontologies that define the basic contextual categories, used to represent qualitative aspects of context information.
5 http:\\www.ist-mobilife.org
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syntactic as well as the semantic level is necessary for referencing
entities in another ontology without inheriting all of its complexity.
Furthermore, our modeling of context ontologies would benefit from
additional constructs such as qualified cardinality restrictions and a
richer object property structure that would allow the specification
of reflexive, irreflexive, symmetric and anti-symmetric properties as
well as property chains and disjoint property axioms. Reasoning support for the DL-safe fragment [23] of SWRL [14] and for concrete
domains on user defined datatypes would allow us to further enhance
the quality of our situation engine. While concrete domain reasoning
and support for SWRL is already available in some inference engines, and most of the requested additional language constructs are
part of the OWL 1.1 draft6 created by the ad-hoc OWL community,
an improved import mechanisms as given by the E-connection mechanism [10] and implemented in Pellet is not included.
At first, we experimented with the DIG interface to realize the
communication between our application and the inference engine.
However, DIG 1.1 does not support the removal of specific axioms
making it necessary to re-submit the complete ontology for each request to our situation engine. This is especially awkward for our application where only a very small part of the assertional knowledge
changes between two requests. As active members of the informal
DIG 2.0 working group7 we therefore propose a modular extension
to the interface that supports incremental reasoning and retraction.
Unfortunately, current reasoner typically only provide some kind of
batch-oriented reasoning procedure. A notable exception is Racer
which offers low-level retraction support for most of its statements.
Still, because of the lack of algorithms for appropriately handling incremental additions as well as retractions, Racer initiates a complete
reclassification after each change in the ontology. Initial empirical results, performed with an experimental version of Pellet, indicate that
incremental classification algorithms for SHOIN (D) can be quite
effective [28].
The ability to handle simultaneous requests is one of the key requirements in our dynamic mobile setting. However, current inference engines do not implement any transaction management. Only
for Racer, support for dispatching, load balancing and caching of
OWL-QL [6] queries is available via the RacerManager [8]. As
OWL-QL does not support modifications of an ontology, we had to
implement our own transaction management system that enables the
sharing of reasoning resources between requests, but avoids the necessity to maintain a separate knowledge base for each user.

The situational reasoning process described above is supported by
deductions in all component ontologies. For example, the agent ontology specifies in detail the semantics of social relations between
people. Based on the knowledge encoded within the ontology, it can
be inferred that two persons (like Dawson and Fiona) are colleagues,
taking into account the transitivity of this relationship in case they
have a common colleague. Similarly, even if no direct relation between Dawson and Mark is specified it can be inferred that Mark is
Dawson’s father in law (defined to be the father of the spouse of a
person), because Dawson’s wife Madeleine is known to be the child
of Mark. In this case, the subproperty and inverse property specifications within the agent ontology enable this logical inference: wife is
defined as a subproperty of spouse and father is the inverse of child.
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Private_meeting ⊓
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Discussion

We integrated a situational reasoning engine into a real-world mobile service application. Our classification-based approach relies on
ontology technology for the representation and reasoning on context
information. As the scalable management of data is not a core feature of pure ontology-based context management and typical context
models are usually rather large, we restricted its scope to high-level
qualitative context elements. Lower-level context information is represented according to an XML-based meta model and managed separately. The arising reasoning problems are answered by a Description
Logic (DL) [1] inference engine that provides complete reasoning
support for the decidable fragment of OWL.
The use of the standard representation language OWL and the
standardized reasoner interface DIG [2] (a stateless HTTP-based protocol with XML syntax) enabled us to directly compare the influence
of different context ontologies and reasoners on the overall system
performance. We observed that the inference technology as implemented in modern DL reasoners made significant progress during
the last years. Novel optimization techniques enabled a tremendous
increase in performance, and also the coverage was greatly extended.
By now most systems can be accessed via DIG, and support nominals as well as Abox reasoning directly. FaCT++ and Pellet support
SHOIQ(D) (OWL DL extended by qualified cardinality restrictions) and RacerPro supports SHIQ including approximated nominals and reasoning with concrete domains.
Nevertheless we observed several limitations in the available technology (see [18] for details). The import mechanism of OWL, which
brings all triples into the importing ontology, has a limited use for the
sharing and reuse of ontologies. An appropriate mechanism on the

6 hhttp://www-db.research.bell-labs.com/user/pfps/owli
7 hhttp://homepages.cs.manchester.ac.uk/∼seanb/digi
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